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TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS
The American flag has hi en f rtd upon iby Turkey. A report to
the navy department at Washington today from Captain Decker of
the cruiser Tennessee gave official confirmation, to earlier dispatches
from Athens and the Greek island of Chios in the Aegean Ba, to the
effect that Turkish gunners at Smyrna had opened f!e when the
Tennessee was approaching that port.
On the battlfirerut) jf Europe there were few changes of import- ance.
The great campaign in the west apparently has settled down
to a series of detached battles', relating only indirectly to the main
issue. At some points along the
line there is furious hand
to hand, fightjng and elsewhere comparative inactivity prevails.
Today's French official statement was optimistic in tone, stating
that German attacks, wherever- made, had been repulsed and that ths
allies had gained ground at a1 few points. Along the Belgian coast
the fighting has been left chiefly to the artillery. Near Bixschoote,
a few miles north of the French border, there was a fierce encounter
with bayonets, during which the Zouaves, according to the French
war ofce, won possession of a forest which had been contested bit- ew
terly for several days.
The fighting in Alsace, which had been virtually a separate cam- paign, and concerning which little had been heard, is said by the
French to have told heavily upon the Germans.
The landwehr, composed of o'dcr Germans, has been used in thia
district. The French war office anounced that the landwehr battal- ions have been withdrawn, as they have lost
f
of their effec- tive strength.
The situation In eastern Prussia, presented,
the
apparently,
greater opportunities for a quick and imjvortant change, although
Russian and German statements were still in sharp conflict. The Ger- man war office announced officially
today that the operations
against the Russians were "proceeding favorably." Tbe Russians,
it is said, were compelled to fall hack from Wloclawek and Lipna
The, latust statement from Peirograd, however, asserted that the
Germans were retiring along the whole east Prussian frontier. It
Miso indicated in advices from petrograd that an
important Russian
force bad penetrated to the extreme sonfneasiY-rReel ion of
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Washington. Nov. 18. General
has repudiated the telegram
sent for him by General Pablo Gonzales to General Gutierrez, in which
the first chief was represented as saying he would retire. This was announced today in an official dispatoli
from American Consul Silliman.
Carranza declared he had been misunderstood. Tn the telegram Gonzales
sent on behalf of Carranza, the i'i r
chief was described as ready to resign if both he and Villa relinquished
their commands and met in llBvana
not later than November 25.
No mention was. made of the man
to whom the executive power was to
be delivered, and Carranza now declares he never intended to resign in
favor of Gutierrez and will not deliver
bis place to any otfter than a man
whom he could trust, to carry nut fit
Car-ranz-

4.

one-hal-

RESORT TO

THE GERMANS

18. Captain ing taken back to shore by the cruisNov.
Washington,
Decker of the cruiser Tennessee re er's launch, which may have been reported to Secretary Daniels early to turning after the hours of entry preday that while proceeding from Vour- - scribed by port officials, which are
lah to Smyrna to make an official very strict.
call the vessel was fired upon.
Will Wait Further Reports
Before
Decker's
regarding the firing upon the
report,
confirming
Captain
last night's news dispatches, which American ship as a hostile act, officials
to-officials ; licped wiu-q- . inaccurate,. .!;
await, further
them today in a state of amazed won- reports, and hold to me belief that
der. Every effort is being made to it might have been a misunderstandset more complete reports of the In- ing or the act of some local official,
cident firom the Tennessee's com- which will be quickly corrected in
mander. His report doe not say Constantinople.
Those officials who regard the Inciwhether the Tennessee, or her launch,
as was reported in news dispatches, dent as a misunderstanding of some
kind, say that had Captain Decker
had been fired upon.
There has been, considerable un- been convinced that the Turkish forts
easiness about the Tennessee and also were firing upon, his ship as an act
the North Carolina, her sister ship, of hostility, the big fighting machine
since they went to Turkish waters to would not have steamed away to the
look after the interests of Americans, harbor of Chios without a further inat the end of their voyage to the Eu- cident.
While there is no question whatev
ropean continent "with, gold for stranded tourists., Reports of mishaps to er of the right of the Tennessee to
both ships have been frequent, but, protect Americans and their interests
always have been disproved by offio- - in the Mediterranean, the question
of protection of citizens of England,
ial dispatches.
Ambassador Morgentbau's reports Russia and France, which are at war
of internal conditions in Turkey since with the porte, may raise ielicate sitthe Ottoman empire joined the dual uations.
allliance In the war upon the entente
WILSON PREPARES MESSAGE
power convinced officials here It
18. President
would be well to have both ships re
Washington, Nov.
main in the Mediterranean for the Wilson today began working on his
present, and both have been going annual message to congress, which he
from port to port in Turkish waters; 'will deliver in person at the opening
or those nearby.
jof the regular session in December.
So far Ambassador Morgenthau's re - While the message has not yet taken
ports concerning the safety of Ameri- - definite shape, Mr. Wilson is expected
cans have been reassuring. An un-,t- o
discuss Philippine independence,
dercurrent of uneasiness was created, conservation, the Mexican
question,
however, early this month when the government ownership of merchant
Xurklsh commander at Beirut address- - ships and the effect of the European
ed a note to the American consul gen- - war on the United States.
era! whleh be Intended fnr tho tnfVir- B6"ANS FOR BELGIANS
mation of the French and British governments, declaring that for every
Santa Fe, N. M Nov. IS. Led by
Mussulman killed In the bombardment, the Santa Fe chamber of commerce,
of an unfortified port three British or25 commercial bodies in tha state are
French subjects would be put to Issuing an appeal for New Mexico
death, and added that he did not take pinto beans to be shipped by the train-th- e
responsibility for any uprising load to Galveston for consignment to
against the Christians which might the Red Cross in Belgium. Boosting
follow such an event
literature In English, French and
The United States cruiser Tennes-- 1 German ia to be inclosed Jn each sack
see, or her launch probably the lat- - .telling of opportunities for settlers in
ter was fired upon yesterday by the ;New Mexico.
Turkish forts at Smyrna.
BACK TO GEORGIA
Captain Benton C. Decker, of the
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. IS. Victor
cruiser, reporting the incident today
to the navy department, gave no de- E. Innes and Mrs. Innes were retails of the firing, but added that fears manded to the custody of officers from
had been teJt for the sftfeiy of the Fulton county, Georgia, by Judse AnAmerican consulate.
dersen in the district court here toWhile awaiting further reports from day. The attorney for Innes immearid oliiers from Am- diately filed an exception to the
Capta'n rfeck-bassador Morjrenthaui and Consul Gen- - court's ruling, and gave notice of ap- eral Horton, officials here have two peal. The prifoners will be held here
theories. One is that the cruiser may pending the decision of the appeal.
have been sending a guard ashore- to They are charged with misappropriatprotect the consulate and Americana ing trust funds in Atlanta.
and other "foreigners. They draw this
firm Caplsin Decker's s'afemnnt that
EXCHANGE WILL REOPEN
-'S
had been felt for the safety of
bankers
Chicago, Nov.
consulate,
torlay aoquiseced In the plan to reopen
""lie other ia thrf: Pnpti'n Pecker the Chicago stock eelinnw, and it is
on Connil General Horton. .expected that the resumption of
had
after returning the call, was be- - nw will be ordered for next Monday.
,t
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statement given out in Paris this aft- vembtr
ernoon says that yesterday saw numerous artillery duels and soma isolated infantry attacks, all of which Wtre
repulsed.
The text of the communication
lows:
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bepassed much is
fore. Thera were numerous artillery
exchanges and some jsolated attacks
on the part of the enemy's infantry,
all of which were repulsed.
"From the North sea to the Lya the
front was subjected to a fairly active
bombardment, particularly at Nieu-por- t
and to the east and to the south
of Ypres.
.
Bixschoote
the Zouaves,
"Near
charging with the bayonet, brilliantly
took possession of a forest which "had
been disputed between the enemy and
ourselves for three days.
"To the south of Ypres an offensive movement on the part of the
enemy's infantry was repulsed by our
troops. The English army also maintained its ground From Arrais to the
Oise there is nothing new to report.
"Tn the region of Craonne our artillery on several occasions secured the
advantage over the batteries of the
enemy.
"The bombardment of Rheims has
continued. From Rheims to the
there is nothing new to report.
In the region of St Mihiel, in spite
o' comntfr attacks by the Germans,
we have retained in our possession
the western part of the village of
Chauvoncourt.
"In Alsace the landwehr battalions
pent into the region of Sainte Marie
aux Mines have had to be taken out
for the reason that they have lost
one-hal- f
of their effective stnngth."
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Situation Unchanged
Berlin, Nov. 18 (via London). An
officio
eommunicarmn issued today
by the German general headquarters
says :
"Fighting in west Flanders con
tinued and the situation on the whole
remalins unchanged.
"In the forest of Argonne our attacks continue successfully. French
sorties to the south of Verdun were
repulsed.
"An attack was made, against
forces which had moved forward cn
the western bank of the River Meime
near St Mihiel, and altnough it was
originally successful for the enemy,
it broke down completely later on.
"Our attack to the southeast of
Cirey compelled the French to surren
der some of their positions. The
Chateau Chntillon was stormed and
taken by our troops.
"New battles have developed in Po
land in the rerfon north of Lodz, but
no decision has been reported.
"To tho southeast of Soldau (past
Prussia) the enemy has been forced
to retreat in the direction of V v 1
Upon the extreme western wins n
Strom Russian eavalrv foi e

!rot)

were:

Officers killed, 222; wounded,
missing,

3

5,

ilea killed,
missing,

'4,Vnb;

wounded,

4,

42

15.

This list, the first iord said, did
not include the missing officers and
men in. the royal naval division at
Antwerp and on the British cruiser
Good Hope, sunk by the Germans off
the Chilean coast, which totaled 1,000
and 875 respectively.
Battle at Soldau
Paris, Nov.. 18. A dispatch received
here from Petrograd by the Havas
agency is as follows:
"A terrific battle of extreme violence has been proceeding for tour
The cannonaddays around Soldau,
ing has been maintained night and
The Russians are endeavoring
day.
at any cost to avenge their check at
Soldau, and are throwing themselves
at the Germans with indescribable
fury.
They have carried position
after position by assault, in spite of
the infernal fire of the Germans.
"The Germans are offering a most
energetic resistance, ana their flgflt- jng i8 alternately offensive and defen-- l
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IT. i.rF'U'Ii.iiHi'l 1'
ported that great efforts were bei
made to patch up the dlfiK-ni- ti
th.rou.gh intermediaries, other officii '
advices said troop movements we"
under way and a battle was iinmine"'
north of Mexico City, w!mw the XiUn
troops were advancing southward.

A,u

j

In Belgium the unwearying Germans have begun 'another of tb.'ir
fearful onslaughts in a region which is becoming more and more re- stricted. The allies have succeeded in flooding a further area so
that heavy infantry fighting is almost impossible frftn the seacoast
nearly to Ypres. A new bombardment of Belgian coast towns by the
British warships Is said to have inflicted heavy damage on the Ger- man positions ana to have destroyed large quantities of ammunition
and store?.
4,
The French government according to official advices from Paris,
intends to carry out the plan announced some time afro for its ear- ly return to Paris. It is reported today that the legislative and ad-minlstrative staffs of the chamber of deputies will return, to Paris
tomorrow preparatory to shifting the seat of government.
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select Successor
Carranza has again refus
ed to deliver the executive power to
any but a man of his own selection,
and once more peace plans tor Mexico
are upset, according to official dispatches today from American agents
Must

General

in Mexico.
Just as it peemed

that an amicable
adjustment had been reached, Gener
al Carranza has announced that ha
TO AVOID THE STRIKE
SUIT FOR JUDGMENT was misunderstood. From both Am
erican Consul SiH.tesn and Leon
special agent at Agnns Calien- WILL TRY TO SETTLE TROUBLES ITS ATTEMPT TO COLLECT FROM
,tes, the state department received
OF RAILWAY MEN AND
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
pract ically the same version of the
EMPLOYES
FAILED
jnewest split, summarized as follows:
Carranza first telegraphed General
Chicago, Nov. 18. Judge William L.
The case of Montezuma Camp No. 'cobles
that he was willing to deliv-2- ,
Chambers, United States commission-ei'
Woodmen of the World
vs. the!cr the executive power to Cutierrea
of mediation, arrived here today Supreme Camp was decided
today in provided both he ((Carranza) an.dYU-fovo- r
from St Louis and named the six arof the defendant Judge D.
relinquiehed their commands and
bitrators who will attempt to settle Leahy convened court this
momin?, 'met in Havana on. November 23. Gen-bthe differences between the employas there were no cases ready to
sive.
eral rjonz'dos t. le- -i ijl ed V
ers and the managers of 98 western be heard, the court
adjourned to tlPrrez
sen provisional
Russians Invade Germany
railroads at hearings to be held here chambers, where O. A. Larrazolo for
"In spite of .the torrential rains,
fllP CO!lven.lon Pf Wn, r 'lPI t
bv
beginning November 30.
the plaintiff and William J. Mills and
which have turned tho ground into
0 took lt i0 mean that carrama
Those named are Charles Nagel, S. B. Davis, Jr., for the defendant
a quagmire, the Russians are advanc- (former
was
readv to deliver the pyecm:ir
secretary of commerce and presented their argument. The deci- to him. Now Parran,a ha8 an
ing toward the interior of Germany.
labor; Jeler C. Pritchard, judge of ,'sion was handed down by Judge Leahy
nounced that when he used the worus
They have captured ten big cannon, tho United States court
of appeals at, at about noon. The caw involved
none of them damaged."
he meant, j.
Asheville, N. q.; II. EL Ryan, .vice j $1,000 insurance claimed by the local "provisional president."
man vho or' ej I' rr"' i
of
the
piesident
Chicago, Burlington lodge. There is a rumor that the su-T ' '
Servians Are Defeated
f ich as ' n
Quincy railroad; W. L. Park, vicejpreme cam may pay the amount in ence,
sorNov.
18,
Austrian
'
Wi!h the pev'
Washington,
piesident of the Illinois Central rail-- ! dispute, even though it won the case,
r ' e t C
ho-- f . Iks
ties from Cracow yesterday captured
and
way
assistant grand No criminal cases had come before
road; F. A.
Russian fortifications to the north of chief of the Burgess,
were bf ,Tg r au hv some , f V e
Brotherhood of Locomo-jth- e
district court up to a late hour
the Austrian border, according to dis- tive
'
erels to r"' "il' n C f Tncr '
Engineers; Timothy Shea, assist- - this afternoon. The grand jury is
"
3
1
ln''
patches received today from Vienna ant to the
promise
p'opc
president of the Brother- - still In session, but had brought no
1
o.i'
n
to the
C
f'
that
t"
embassy. hood of Locomotive Firemen and En- further true bills up to 2 o'clock
' r
a
maud J C - " v
They have mentioned a Servian de,
4ay
1 ' f
'control
''
b
of
which
t
t'i
the
of
feat,
r 7
permitted
crossing
Mr. Nagel and Judge Pritchard were
No especially Important cases are
1 '
the River Kulebra.
v ' " Vi 1 v ;
ranza,
chosen by the federal board of media- - scheduled for the court's consideraGermany Is Satisfied
tion after tho other four arbitrators. tion tomorrow, though some Indicted forces to tmtlerrez.
Berlin, Nov. 18 (via, The Hague and had failed to
Both C Ti7tV ml C
on two neutral persons may h arraigned.''
Au official
war bulletin members in tin-agree
London).
1
i i" j m " i t
then
- '15
rei
days allotted to!
given out in Berlin tddny sets. forth them.
Ur-jtorwli ' t1
tive
si xothers with twins? the mails to
1
that the operations on the eastern
to
in
defraud stock investors in connect'.on
i i
r
or
'
"'
i'm
GENERAL 1N PRISON
with the operations of Jared Flap?:,
The Germans atii.areriT.lv are using
! r
nt
ai
0
pre.
NeW York' Nov- East and wra lMhed today on motion of the
their victory at Wloclawek to the
eate 1' re U f( n 1
The Russian iWest News 'bureau today made public .United States district attorney, who merit alon sr " t 1;'
greatest advantage.
Kaui tne testimony at Fiags
trial
army- defeated
Lipno is today the following cablegram received from
n
t ' I
1
Cl f '
showed that Mr. Korgnn and bis sis
probably in th vicinity of Plock, and Tokio:
1
t
v o"r
"Captain Meyer Waideck, formerly associates were not pitilty.
the forces defeated near Wloclawek
1
'
C;srr
governor of Tsing Tau, yesterday was
are now near Kui.no and Leschytea.
leyii
to
FukuoUa, where there ia a
For the continuation of oneratwns brought
COTTON LOAN ASSURED
'
the builenn
on to say, it will be htation for keeping prisoners'
' n ' n Tov 1" f
V
t "
r th
of the grenteRi lmnortanee for the
"HO
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Eighteen Precincts Missing
The returns from 18 precincts in
eight counties are still missing. In
'18 counties the count has been comThe pollbooks from these
pleted.
completed counties will be returned No
to each county seat for the election
officials! to sign. It may be necessary
for each board of county commissioners to employ messengers to secure
the signatures of election officers.
The signing of election certificates
will be delayed till then, and technically, all bets will be held up until then.
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Capes Practical and Capes Ornamental

Matter How Disheartening
You Can Overcome It.
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LEASES PRINCE'S HOUSE
1 1
Stockholm, Nov. 18. Ira Morris the
disorders ere quickly checked by
'new United States minister to Swe S. Blood
It
S. S., the famous blood purifier.
Into
the blood and In three min"William's
rushes
Prince
den, has leased
the entire circulation.
utes
has
traversed
country house "Oakhlll" near Stock- It penetrates to where the blood Is made,
.
spots and places
holm, which contains some 60 rooms, It washes out those
cleanses
It
has
where
settled,
stagnation
large hall and lounge. It la beauti- the membranes, drives Irritation irom
stream with
blood
the
fills
contents
the
Joints,
including
Its
furnished,
fully
to foot
s antidotal Influence and from head
many artistic and interesting
creates conditions that make for blood
from the period of the health. There are people in every comwho know this to be true. They
prince's marriage with Princess Maria munity
have used S. 8. 8. for severe forms of
hetimatlsm, for Indolent, ulcerated spots,
of Russia.
for eruptive skin diseases, for any and
all those bodily conditions caused by
CELEBATES
blood loaded with impurities.
Being a
AMBASSADOR
SWISS
product of Nature it can not hurt
Washington, Nov. 18. The 607th pure
the stomach and has therefore been the
In
anniversary of the independence of refuge of a host of people misguided
dilemma by first flying to those
Switzerland was celebrated today at their
mercurial
dangerous
drugs which have
the Swiss embassy, where Dr. Paul claimed so many unfortunates. If the
in
a
skin
out
If bolls or
breaks
Kitter, envoy extraordinary and min- other eruptions appear, ifrash,
there are blood
litister plenipotentiary of Europe's
risings or any other indications of imblood get a bottle of S. S. S. at
tle republic, received many visitors. pure
once of any drugglBt.
But. beware of
In further celebration of the day, a substitutes. If In doubt as to your trouSwiss costume ball Is being given to- ble or you wish tocompetent medical advice free, write
the medical departthat are really practical
night in the' old Masonic Temple by ment, The Swift Specific Co., 58 Swift CAPES those made in
Oa.
is
This
Atlanta,
Bldg.,
department
of
the Swiss societies
Washington. known far and wide as one of the
length, well fitted about the shoulgreatThe ambassador and his staff are est of helps to blood sufferers. But don't ders and full about the bottom- They
guests of honor, and many other di delay to get a bottle of S. S. S. today. are roomy, without being cumbersome, and they are comfortable. But
plomats are Invited.
the cape, plain and simple, is not as
GENERAL LOVE OF PRAISE well liked for general wear as the
A tight feeling in the chest accom-laniecapelike jacket and those combinaby a short, dry cought. Inditions of cape and coat or cape and
the Common to All Mortals, and in Its
ct1 tes an inflamed condition in
jacket, which costume makers have
Proper Form Is Not an Inlungs. To relieve It buy the dollar
seized upon for making new effects in
stinct of Evil.
ST
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
wraps.
The long, fall cape is an ideal garPUP; you get with each bottle a
Love of praise is one of the weakfree HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POR nesses of mortals, Some there be, ment for evening year. For this purOUS PLASTER for the chest The who if cot praised by others, don't pose it is developed in many fabrics.
Rlack velvet, lined with white satin
syrup relaxes the tightness and the hesitate to praise themselves. If or
brocades, and white silk or satin
with
plaster draws out the Inflammation' praised by others, they parade,
draped with black lace make them110 thought of the "delicacy of praise,"
It Is an ideal combination for curing
for
in
what others say of them. Such deem selves a place of honor dress.wraps
colds settled In the lungs. Sold by
it legitimate to solicit the praise for evening or other fuh collars Often
in deep
appear
Central Drug Co. Adv.
which they lust, knowing that there handsome furs
on other brilliant fabrics.
as
on
these
men
in the world who are a
are
The long cape promises well in the
ENGLAND DISAPPOINTED
careless in attesting and magnifying
rich brocades and plushes and em18.
Nov.
the
m
assumed
of
virtues
others
Manchester, England,
broidered silks and crepes so well
in
are
of
th
signing petitions,
Speculating on the possibility of a many
to it, especially in conjunc
adapted
a
of which they take
Zeppelin raid on London the Man- substance
tion with fur used in broad collars or
For warmth the
chester Guardian says there is a no- thought.
This love of
is confined to bands for trimming.
are interlined.
fabrics
ticeable feeling of "disappointment" no class of men. praise
lighter
to
It is an incentive
in England ever the
the poor man who works faithfully
of these airships. While the Zeppelin
for his dally bread; the average man
would not be really welcome there of wealth is not deaf to praise, even
were those at home so hungering for though it may come from one of his
excitement that as a whole England menials. This love ofm:7praf!!Js not
bu jSst the
an instinct of evil, it
seemed ready to take the risk. It
opposite if it is born of a desire to
wah coldly calculated that even if 60 be
thought well of by one'B fellow'
Zeppelins were sent over their con- men, or of a purpose to make oneself
centrated devastation could not cover worthy of the confidence and esteem
more than six acres or If they drop- of othevs, by treating others as one
them treat him.
ped all their bombs on the "square would have
mile" that makes up the( city of Lon
Curious Gaelic Alphabet.
don proper "they could kill something
A very curious and distinguishing
under one in a hundred of the people
characteristic of the Gaelic alphabet
who happened to be mere. Over the '.a
that nearly every letter thereof is
whole of London, taking the metropol- represented by a tree. While the al
itan police area, the chances of es- phabet of ancient Gaelic comprised
caping would be about 70,000 to one. but 17 letters, that of modern Gaehc
Over what may be described as the ,ias 18. Kut with the new, .as with
central area of London, within which the old, forms the letter is represented
by a tree. The exceptions are "g,"
Zeppelin might be expected to operV and "u," which star 4 for "ivy,"
ate, the chances of escape would be 'furze" and "heather."
'
about 1,500 to one."
The alphabet now stands:
Ailm.
"Personally, think it would be a beite, coll, dur, eagh, fcarn, gatli,
math, iogh, luis, mum, olv, peith, ruis,
good job if the Zeppelins did come.
Even if they did drop a few bombs ;uil, teine, ur, ail of whirh is equal to
the stimulus to recruiting would be ayicg: E.'m, birch, haze!, oak, aspen,
worth what little damage was done," .uder, ivy, whitehorn, yew, rowtin, or
mieken, vine, ash, spindle tree, p:ne:
says Frank Hedges Butler, who is elder, willow, furze, heath. In r.b! 0I0
founder of the Royal Aero club.
Gaelic alphabet the letter "h"
or whitehorn) does not exist
fhe alphabet is called the beth-Iuiauin, because "b," "1," "n" and no:
KIOTHER! IF CHILD'S
'a," "b," "c" are the first three letters.

rt

Sttfcz:

A
Santa Fe, Nov. 18. T.
ChriCH..
- - ....
owa u
of Olive Hill, Ky., has been chosen
manager of the Gaimp Firebrick com
pany ai a meeting of directors just
held, to succeed I. gnarka. whr. u.m
return to Santa Fe ta
business
and tne political arena. The company consists mostly of Santa Fe
men and controls the finest rw
posits in the southwest, it finds a
reaay mamer. ior its uricks as far
west as California and as far east as
Kansas.
?
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Bettor treat yourself to a pair of these warm fuzzy Blankets for
'
these cold Mights. We have a large variety in. bQth wool and cotton,
and the prices are low, quality considered.
Pure Wool Blankets, $5.00
Oregon City Blankets of pure
wool In greys, tans and white,
$5.00
colored borders, at

Cotton Blankets, $1.50
Large size, long knap Blankets
In grey and tan, pink and blue

borders, at

Cotton Blankets, $2.00
Large heavy Blankets in grey,
tan and plaids, pink and blue
borders, full bed fiize, $2.25
$2.00
and -

Oregon City Blankets, $6.50

Pure wool Blankets, full size,
come, in greys, tans and white.
$6.50
Rxtra values at

Wool Knap Blankets at $3.50
Heavy cotton blankets, wool
finished, ja grey, tan, white and
light colored plaids; some are

extra long and wide;
and

-

Pure Wool Blankets,

$7.00

Full size, Oregon City pure wool

Blankets, in greys, white, tan
$7.00
and brown, at

$3.00

-

$3.50

Cold Weather Brings Many Calls for

Men's Woolen Underwear
The

following

.

are warm, durable and well fitting:

grades-

'

Camel's Wool
and
Natural
Shirts and Drawers, heavy
weight, soft and warm, a gar$1.25
ment -

Natural colored worsted Union
Suits, ribbed, heavy weight,
soft, warm and elastic; garment
, $2.50

Natural undyed wool Shirts and
Drawers, heavy weight, ribbed,
and a quality that will not
shrink in. washing; a garf 1.75
ment -

wool Unions .heavy or
light weight, ribbed, snug fitting. This garment is specially
adapted to men who work in$4.00
doors; a garment
Men's

;niWjnsiiiE
fffiil

OF HIE

POLES
ITY NOW THREATENED BY RUS
SIANS HAS A SPLENDID RECORD BEHIND IT
Ont imist approach Cracow, as the
lussians now do, from the eastward
order to get a proper impression
jr the old Polish capital,' now In the
fcelancholy sunset of its proud and
Uendid past. It is from the east one
cs the multitude of towera and tur- 1'tS, steeples and domes of Cracow,
id sees them untarnished by the net
work of narrow, tortuous and
dirty
reets which characterize
the city
at' wag the glory of the Polish king- m when it was the rival of Russia
id Prussia.
In Cracow lived Kasim'lr the Great,
' e
author or the celebrated edict or
lerance to the Jews in the fourteenth
ntury. Here was performed the
jnrriage which fused Poland and
And here too, in 1525, the
Sal mistake was made by King Sigis-lun- d
of granting to Albresht of Bran-- i
nburg the Duehy of Prussia In per-- .
lual fief that Duchy which ' In
iurseoftime grew to be the Prussia
t Frederick the Great, the grave-hge- r
of Poland. Athough the capl-,- 1
was removed to Warsaw In 1600.
je kings continued to be crowned in
j "acow and buried In the Cracow
the cathedral which still sur- i

.

Ka-dr- a,

ves.

,

Legend attributes

--

i

the origin of the
to the Slav Sagas, Krflkus, who
ed In the ninth centnry. Legend
.'Is of his beau tifuL
daughter, Wan-- ,
who was driven by the importun-- '
of her numerous suitors to such
air as to throw herself into the
stula. Certain it Is that In the elev-- h
Cracow, on the cross's from thrpe seas and four great
rs, enjoyed prosperity. ,It count
the martyr Stan- tmong lta
""
f""w'!!iP!!i!v csoor.l.pd by the
o ad ben slain
the nllar by Kin- - HoMsj the

My

W. T. Hucnens, Nicholson. Ga., had
a severe attack of rhaumatism. His
feet, ankles and joints were swollen,
and moving about was very painful.
He was certainly In a bad way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
He says, "Just a few doses made mo
feel better, and now my pains and
rheumatism are all goae and I sleep
all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
Adv.
Rec" Cross Drug Store

For smartness and a style touch the
garment shown in the picture illustrates the effectiveness of the cavalier
cape. Its best developments are in
plain velvet with plain satin linings.
It is made here In combination with a
sleeveless jacket with flaring collar.
Many of the combination wraps are
puzzling at first glance; one hardly
knows whether to classify them in the
cape liat or not. Quite often what apGlen Warner may leave Carlisle to
pears to be a simple cape turns ou
to be a sleeved garment. The In- coach University of Pittsburg.
genuity of designers has managed to
introduce the lines of the cape intc
Remarkable Cure of Croup
s
cloaks, and has evolved
"Last winter when my little boy had
s
and
that are the most novel
I got him a bottle of chamberof the offerings for fall and winter croup
I honestly belain's
Remedy.
Cough
wear in wraps.
lieve it saved his life," writes Mrs.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
J. B. Cook, Indiana, Pa, "It C"t the
phlegm and relieved his coughing
Monogram Towels.
for what
spells. I am most grai--fu- l
now
is
towel
being
The
monogram
done
has
him."
this
For
for
remedy
enhanced by an embroidered frame for
the initials. Sometimes the frame is sale by all dealers. Adv.
s
composed of a simple wreath of
or similar small flowers, and
Jack Curley is in England arrangfrequently the frame is an embroid- ing for the Johnson-Willarmatch.
ered ribbon or a simple added oval.
cape-jacket-

cape-coat-

forget-me-not-

d

POSITIVELY

':-

-

f

he

y

CROUP

Adv.
K. O. Brown and Young Byson are
matched to clash at Thornton, R. I.,
this week.

in damp, chilly weather there Is al-- v
ays a large demand for BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT
because many
people who know by experience Its
great relieving power in rheumatio
arhes and pains, prepare to apply It
it at the first twinge. Price 255c, 50
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Ralph Stroud, formerly of Detroit,
addition to the
flingers' squad next season.
will be McGraw's

s

TONGUE IS COATED

seli-relian- t,

.

t;

...

60-ce-

V

S
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CITROLAX

self-made-,

tt

C

Marvel of Surgery.
Doctor Vannueci, the chief surgeon

CITROLAX

of the hospital at Pistoia (Italy), hat
if Cross, Feverish, Constipated, Give
accomplished a marvel of surgery
"California Syrup of
sr:ys the London Mail. lie- operated
on a. girl named Maria Tondird to ro
Figs"
Tiovc a needle that had accidental!;
A laxative today saves a sick child ;:on run into her body near her heart
which
tomorrow.
Children simply will not with is its action came into contact
tho point of the needle. The sur
take time from play to empty their
Ceon was holding the girl's heart ir.
bowels, which become clogged up with his hand when its
pulsation violent,'.'
waste, li'ver gets sluggish; stomach first gradually ceased. "It is all over,"
sou iv
he exclaimed, but, as a last hope he
Look at the tongue, Mother!
If started massaging the heart. Little
coated, or your child Is listless, cross, by little its activity was stimulated,
nd
was successfully fin
feverish, bad breath, restless, doesn't shed.the operation
'

v",.

aV

MASTERS

Foleys Honey and Tar Compound
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
the air passages and stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breathing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for
croup and it always acts quickly." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

Uhr-'mat-

eat heartily, full of cold
has sore
throat or any other children's ailment,
The Master's Voice. ;
give a teaspoonful of "California
"We have come," said the chairman
Syrup of Figs," then don't worry he- of the committee, "to ask you to takf
cause it is perfectly harmless, and in 'his nomination.
Tho city needs a
few hours ' all this constipation wan liko you strong, brave,
u. um, auU
owning no master,
lermenung
GARCIA GAINS FOUR
no man."
fearing
"u" "l
"
Sato Fe, November 18.The rail- The great man was visibiy touched.
.A
hnwpiR anrt wn will tiao-road vote came in this afternoon, Lwm mm
"I'll not deny," said he, "that youi
v'
a
kind words have shaken my resolu-joneleven strong, and tha - canvassing M
.
-- 1, I,..
I trust that, if elected, I ma;
noaya when it" resumed
Ha
'
necessary, it should he the first Justify your confidence and prove that
,
ti.,,'-- .
8Sk Att0rney
I am indeed strong, brave,
given in any sickness.
What to 60
of counterfeit fig syrups,
beware
that I own no master and fear
n'CA,V Cian?
It'
witn
.... J'our 1
nonnva.1
no man. Suppose you wait a minute
a
V
for
bottle
aruggist
tn.it it had to b counted, us the con- - rt
rp; furies duHn fto
Hil I see If my wife will let me s
vftlUorma
Fi"? "
it passed from l,an1
of
hahi'es
cept?"
1- Ml directions
St"0,17
HSpxptnrPfl" by tho Oorm: n't.
vt from Bertutllllo county drcn 0f all are8 and for
Old friends, of Henry Reitz are
fOT
W(;re m
zmmn and Rafael plainly minted on the bottl
If (he Tartars, and f.i
shocked to loom he was killed in CalIah
BohemlanR, Cas'mfr th Garda, adding that nnwh to Garcia'a carefully and see that it I
made by ifornia. He was in the famotm' Oriole
! ?mn.test hpd-r- .
t'luad' pnirality. Of the eieven votes Her-'th- 8
"California Fig Syrup Company, hifiold with McC.raw, JennlnifS 'and
h !H;iver;-i:which two nandz had kpvoji and Fergnsiion
Dan Brouthera.
fonr.j Adv.

tii..

''

Pittsburg will have a commission to
govern boxing.

Traveling Coat of Wool Ratine

centuries later was to become one of
the seats of humanism and the arena
of long battles between the Jesuits
anil the numerous students. At that
time Cracow had a population of 100
000, and traded with all Europe, including England. The city received a
mortal blow when the capital was
transferred to Warsaw.
In 16,)i), Charles Gustavus of Sweden sacked Cracow, disarmed its citi
zens, expelled its clergy and profes
sors,
destroyed the schools and
churches, and exacted a heavy tribute
No sooner had he gone than the Tran- sylvanian prince, the famous Prince
ita&oezy, came and completed the
work of devastation. Again, in 1702,
Charles XIII of Sweden, suffering defeat everywhere, wreaked his venge
ance on Cracow by plundering and
burning it. Russia and Prussia wcr?
already on Poland's track, and t!ie
confederation of the bar, with
its seat at Cracow, was formed to offer resistance. But Suvaroff took
Cracow by storm In 1772. Twice vas
Poland partitioned, and then came t.hi;
great rising under Kosciusko 'n 17H4,
which brought about the end of Po
land. Cracow was pillaged by the
AustrkiEs and Prussians, and the latter carried off the contan'.s of the royal treasury.
Cracow now became an Austrian
city, but on restoration of the Duchy
of Warsaw by Napoleci It was in
corpora ted with it. By the treaty of
Vienna, it was made an
state, but in 184C, Austm attacked
ana annexed the little
republic,
against the protests of Englatd and
France.
Since that time tha city has been
turned into a fortress. Tha royal pal
ace is a military barrack ana the
t
university a German school, although,
in 1870, its Polish character was re
stored.
The Russians will find it a difficult
city to take, for there are two belts
of forts guarding it, one 30, the other
12 miles in
circumference, and barracks: and depots without number.

TABLETS

There are many times when one
man questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differently under
different circumstances. The question la, what would you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could yon
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It is highly recommended by people who have used it
for years and know Its value. Mrs.
O. E. Sargent, Peru. InL, gays, "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is worth its
weight In gold and I take pleasure in
recommending it." For sale by all
dealefs. Adv

m

Best thing for constipation, sour
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bowels. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorough and satisfactory flushing no pain, no nausea. Keeps your system cleansed,
sweet and wholesome.
Ask for
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross

:,v.-..:v-..'i-

Cit-rola-

Drug Store.

Porky

Adv.

Flynn Is matched up with
at Montreal

Clove Hawkins for a bout
next week.

MONO the thoroughly practical fabrics used for traveling coats wool
ratine has made a permanent place for
itself. It is a becoming fabric, light in
weight and unmuseable. A coat made
from it by Herbert, Paris, is pictured
here and is an excellent model for

A

traveling or general utility.
All traveling coats should be ample
as to length and width and cut on
straight-hanginlines. The adjustment
at the shoulder and the management
of the sleeves are items upon which
they depend for style. Now that capes
f all kinds are fashionable a number
3f coats have been produced by designers with a short fape attached.
they are becoming to the slender fig- are, and in some caMes amount to a
parate garment, as they are detach
able. This niakos them eswly at- tractive vhero too jor.rney l).1ii-;one
'nit quiets ..utges ft t:i!).K raluro.
g

The coat portrayed here Is finished
and lined with
with niachlne-stitchlnbroadcloth. Sleeves are
eet in to a drop shoulder and finished
cuff which
with a broad turn-bacmay be brought down to the hand or
r
turned back to about
length. The coat is belted in across
the back by means of a short strap at
each side, finished with a pointed end
and a buttonhole. This buttons over
large plain bone buttons and confines
some of the fullness of the back.
A long and comfortable cape makes
an outer garment for traveling which
may be counted upon never to be
wholly unfashionable. But it is not
as convenient as the long, straight
coat. A garment cut on lines similar
to those shown in the picture here and
made of staple fabrics will prove as
?;jible- S, stylo as In material.
g

light-weig-

Rub a sore throat with BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT.
One or two ap
plications will cure it completely.
Price 25c, 50c and $1 per bottle. Sold
b- - Central
Druar Co. Adv.

k

three-quarte-

JULIA BCTTOMLEY- -

Both Boston teatas will train at the
same place. Are they conspiring to
corner the pennant market?
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
There is such ready action In Foley
Kidney Pills, you feel their healiaa
from the very first dose.
Backache,
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
and Irregular action disappear with
their use. O. Palmer, fireon
Wis., says :'My wife Is rapidly re
covering her health and strength, due
solely to Foley Kidney Pills" O.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

tw

Adv.

I.A3 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
am in favor of the exchange opening
sale.
The important fact remains
without much further delay, after the
however that during the last month SKIN TROUBLE IN
new
national banking system starts,
to
been
there has
Jess disposition
but of course under reasonable resell and a greater inclination to- buy,
to be imposed at the start.
which has not been able to make itITCHING SPOTS Itstrictions
will be much better to resume busiEACH
self felt, because of the closing the
ness on the exchange while prices are
exchange. During the latter period
as at present than to wait until
down
there have been no Important new isLarge and Red. On Arms. Extended
I
conditions are such that prices
sues of securities. In spite of dull
general
to Body and Legs.
Clothes would
start buoyantly high,
accumulatenaturally
been
LL
business, savings have
Scratched.
Cuticura Soap and In which case the advance would be
in all probability there is
d;-and
Cuticura Ointment Healed.
au unusual amount of idle money
apt to be followed
by a decline
OPENING OF RESERVE BANKS TOstocks
foreign
through
and
being dumped
Investment,
awaiting
depending
DAY WILL RELIEVE FINANWash. "My trouble first
Mocllps,
upon us, as high prices would encourupon a sufficient return ol started
entirely
on my arms and Boon it extended to
CIAL STRINGENCY
foreign selling, while low prices
confidence. One more favorable de my body and legs. The first I noticed
of it age
was red spots,
is the early opening of the
velopment
spots would deter them from doing so.
Sow York, Nov. 18. Week by week New York cotton
some larger than a pin head.
HENRY CLEWS.
exchange, and the
My clothing irritated thorn and
important changes for the bettor are adoption of a satisfactory scheme for
I scratehod. My sleep was dis.
A PECULIAR WEAPON
taking place In the financial posit-onturbed by the clothes scratchfinancing the new crop. The expira
These are reflected chief ly in easier tion of the British moratorium almost
ing.
Manchester,
England, Nov. IS.
"It had bothered me for "Among the most Interesting of the
money, a break in sterling exchange w.ithout notice was also a
significant
about ten days and I began to
and improvement In the orocli: out- event.
use the Cuticura Soap and war trophies that have found their
look. By far the most important cur-'reOintment. I only purchasod
The local money market is easier
way over here," says the Manchester
event is the opening the federal
one cake of Cuticura Soap and one box of
"are gome specimens of the
to conditions already referred
Guardian,
owing
Cuticura
Ointment and they effected a
reserve banks Monday. Of course, these
lance.
German
It is not a wooden
to, and there has been further im
complete cure."
(Signed) Sid Stravro.
institutions will not be in iull operabut an 11 or
steel tube.
May 19, 1014.
',n foreign exchange which
pole,
provement
tion probably for several weeks to touched t'ie lowest
It is very heavy and &t first Beems
rates
siuce
quoted
InconveniHANDS WOULD CRACK OPEN
pome and some temporary
the war began. The appearance of
quite unmanageable to a man of orences may be caused by the transition
Ma "Every winter I had a dinary strength. But
Cyclone,
s
loans
in
of the
was
this
.market
sterling
to
another.
breaking out on my hands. They first got
from one banking system
from
the
London
the
head
is
that
towards
down
way
encouraging
indicating
rough and then would crack open In places
These however will be trifling in com- no
to
as If there had been little gashes cut. They butt is a wrapping or thick twine to
insist
disposed
the
longer
upon
parison with the advantages of the paynent of our
obligations In gold. hurt and were sore. I used Cuticura Soap
ive a grip. And If you hold it there,
new system. It Is estimated that, as
and Ointment and my hands are well. My
Tbe establishment of foreign governthere only, you find that it is so
and
face
would break out in rod pimples and
a result of lowering reserve require- ment credits in this
Vi iily poised that, as one admiring
market, presum- akin seemed thick and feverish. I used
ments from 25 per cent to 1? per cent,
war Cuticura Soap and Ointment and was cured." observer remarked, you could write
ably for the purpose of
including state banks and trust com- supplies, was1 an additional buying
Mrs. B. A. Milloson, Mar. 6, 1914.
element
of (Signed)
your name with it.
panies, the increase in the amount of imortance in the
Samples Free by Mail
exchange market.
"There have been some descriploanabe funds of the New York clearSome big foreign orders for war mateAlthough Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cutiof cases where: these tubular
tions
ing house banks will be about $160, rial have
Ointment (50c.) are sold by druggists
already been placed in this cura
lances have crumpled up in action
In
and dealers throughout the world, a liberal
000,000;
and possibly $300,000,00
country, and all indications point to sample of each with 32-- Skin book will like an overburdened steel mast on
the entire ITnited States. In all pro- these
continuing on an important be sent free upon request. Address posta racing yacht.
Perhaps that may
bability there will be a further retire- scale
the war. Such or- card "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
throughout
be accounted for by the peculiar shape
ment of clearing house certificates and ders will
prove an Imortant compenof the heaL There is no point or
emergency currency after the new sys- sation for losses in our
export trade
head of any kind. Instead there
tem becomes effective, so that the in
other directions. In fact our ex the financial center of the United spear
is a solid piece of iron shaped exactly
net increase in funds will not reach
port trade is showing very gratifying States. Call money in London is now like the end of a
the figures just mentioned. Nevergiant poker, square
recovery; shipments of foodstuffs and 14 per cent and the discount rate in and
blunt."
theless, the Increase will be large cotton abroad
quite
being unusually heavy. the open market 3 per cent. The amoun
enough to insure a period of easy The
destruction
caused by the war of gold held by the Bank of England
beANOTHER EAST LAS VEGAS CASE
money for some time to come;
will oblige Europe to come here for now is 345,000,000, being '.he largest
cause the requirements of legitimate
food supplies to a large extent, for sum ever held by that Institution.
business are very small owing to the
months after the war is ended. This This showing by the Bank of England It Proves That There's a Way Out for
inand
of
trade
contraction
continued
Many Suffering East Las Vegas
moans that the American farmer will together with the money rate in the
dustry. Clearing house returns con- secure good
Folks
prices for his products, open market while the nation is en
tinue about 25 per cent below last
Just another report of a case In
and the great grain belt of the United gaged in a general Euroean war (inypar. The requirements for financing
and Canada likewise, is prom- volving, it is claimed, a dail yexpendl-tur- e East Las Vegas. Another typical case.
the crops have about reached their States,at.
ailments relieved In East Las
ised
least another year of prosper- of from $40,000,000 to $50,000,000 Kidney
maximum, and henceforth the demands
Doans Kidney Pills.
with
Vegas
from this source. The United States by the various nations), should relieve
from these sources will diminish, es- ty
H. C. Leahy, locomotive fireman,
does
not
wish to prosper at the ex us of any further uneasiness in con
pecially as our export? of food proof other nations; but it is not nection with the financial situation. If 25 Railroad Ave., East Las Vegas,
ducts and cotton are very liberal. An- pense
in
any sense responsible for the pres- London Is so complacent under the says: "About three years ago my back
other proof of reviving confidence is
ent
destructive war and cannot be ex- circumstances, why should not busi- and kidneys were giving me trouble.
the cancella tion by the Savings banks
used Doan'a
to do otherwise than gladly ac ness here go on
smoothly and with Nothing helped me until I
of the agreement to Insist upon the GO pected
Pills.
took
that
away the
cept
any
Kidney
They
legiti
advantages
increased
confidence
of
may
one
from
end
days clause m regard to savings,
come its way as the result ot the land to the other,
me In good
in
and
back
my
mately
pains
put
as
of
now
especially
to
Is
the judgment
which
left,
individual banks iu this district. Still terrible catastrophe. This country is we are provided by our crops with an shape again. Those who follow rail
was supplying horses, blankets, saddlery, abundance of all kinds of food sup- roading are often subject to kidney
another important development
the withdrawal of restrictions on trad- boots and Ehoes, clothing, auto trucks plies for home use and for export, and ailments. , The jolting of the train is
and many other forms of war material we also have the machinery for the bad and one doing tbat work needs a
ing in unlisted securities. The New in amounts
that will run up into the manufacture of all classes of goods strong back. I am glad that I know
York Stock Exchange is now earnestof
millions. At present these called for to meet the requirements of Doan's Kidney Pills, as they can be
hundreds
ly at work endeavoring to effect an are the
only
bright spots in our in- of the gigantic war, which, gives us depended upon."
with
prosirly opening
encouraging
dustrial
The bteel trade virtually a monopoly in supplying all
activity.
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't sim
pects of success. Some fear of forcontinues
much depressed and Is run- such needs at very remunerative pric- ply ask for a kidney remedy get
The
remain?.
still
eign liquidation
f
at only about
the nor- es? This state of affairs cannot fail Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
selling pressure however has consid- ning
mal
textile
Our
industries
capacity.
to restore prosperity to this country Mr. Leahy had. Foster-MilburCo.,
few
erably diminished during the last
have been much disturbed by the cot- very soon as well as create an in- Props., Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
weeks, and would, if the exchange
were opened, probably be confined to ton situation, and now the woolen in- vestment demand for our dividend
AN HUT IS GUILTY
those. in positive need. On the other dustry is threatened by the embargo paying securities. What Is needed in
Our railroads this country at the present time is
"hand the disposition of the buying upon Australian wool.
Albany, N. Y., Nov 18. The judg
The are suffering from the diminution of more confidence based on our present ment convicting John N. Anhut of atpower has sensibly expanded.
partial restoration of confidence has freight caused by slack business. The superior position and condition over tempting to bribe Dr. John W. Rus
number of idle cars and the all other nations, and more courage to sell, former
of the
brought in sight many possible buyers large
superintendent
who would eaeerly take our securities bijy decrease iu unfilled orders on the strike out and seize the unprecedentEtate hospital for the insane of Mat- at bargain prices. As to how much hooks of the United States Steel cor- ed opportunities now offered for
teawan, to bring about the release of
busforeign selling would really occur in poration are unwelcome proofs of
Harrv K. Thaw, was affirmed today
this market., it is impossible to deter- iness stagnation in the east. IndicaAn important influence :n depress by the court of appeals.
mine. It would of course be confined tions however point to an early re ing our stock market was the Balkan
to comparatively few International covery, especially in view oi better war, which at the start was correctly State of Ohio,
City of Toledo,
stocks.
The holdings of Americans money and credit conditions; although measured in London, Berlin, Paris and
Lucas County, ss.
abroad, it is well understood, have no very radical Improvement can be other European cities but was under
Frank J. Cheney makes vath that
largely diminished. At the Fame time anticipated at once.
estimated in Wall street. We con he if: senior partner of the firm of P
there are large amounts of securities
Congress will reopen with the com- sidered it of but little importance as J. Cheney and Co., doinf business In
owned abroad but held unon this side ing of December, but the session will at that time we were having a boom the
City of Toledo, county and state
which might come out' under forced be a short one, and President AVilson in the stock market with everybody
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
is expected to use his great influence feeling confident of higher prices.
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLIn giving business a much needed rest hence we were foolish enough to stand
LARS for each and every case of cafrom legislative interference. The up and take the avalanche of securi
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
railroad problem continues to be a ties that was unloaded upon us at
of HALL',3 CATARRH CURE.
Inmost urgent one; and unless the
high prices, and this country has been
FRANK J. CHENEY.
terstate commerce commission grants staggering more or less rnder that
Sworn to before me and subscribed
some substantial concessions it will load ever since. The slocks thus sold
in my presence, this 6th day of Dein eating a crisp
appear to be a miscarriage of justice out have never been taken back on
A. D. 1886.
cember,
at this trying time, as with diminish- the other side, those who have dealt
tasty food, like
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
ing revenues and an accumulation of m our securities meanwhile having
Notary Public.
deferred Improvements, their finan- only made quick In and out turns. The
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken intercial outlook Is anything but encourag- securities which are now held abroad
Grape-Nut- s
ftd acts directly upon the blood
Sound public policy
ing.
certainly are almost entirely of the investment nally mucous
surfaces of the system.
and
suggests tliat the commission use Its grade. No European) securities' at the
for testimonials, free.
Made of wheat and barley,
Sijtd
for
the purpose of present time can possibly be as safe
great power
F. J. CHENEY and Co., Toledo, O.
strengthening rather than undermin- as ours for people on the other side
Grape-Nut- a
contains all the nutSold by all druggists, 75c.
to hold, not only for Investment but
ing American credit abroad.
Take Hall's Family Pills for conriment of these field grains, inOf ,late there has been a much bet- for fluctuating differences, and this
Adv.
ization.
ter Investment demand for short term will continue to be the case "during the
cluding their vital mineral salts,
e
notes, municipal bonds and
present devastating war which threat
SCRAPPY LITTLE FELLOWS
securities. The absorption of these ens destruction in all directions- o essential for sturdy bodies
Nov. 18. It appears that
London,
In the aggregate has been very con- which we are out of and in which we
end healthy; brains.
siderable during the past two or are not likely to become Involved, be- the three shortest men in the house
three weeks, and would suggest a cor- sides having the brightest outlook for of commons are three of the most
warlike. Their names are Wedgwood
The firm, tender granules call
responding improvement iu securities
speedy return to great prosperity.
L. S. Amery and H. J. Tennant.
of the next graeg. With adjustment Why, therefore, should holders of our Benn,
for thorough, chewing the first
to war conditions nearly complete, investment securities abroad self The first two have already gone to
with confidence steadily reviving, with them at panic prices,. and why should the frcnt, and Mr. Tennant ls parliatoward easy digestion and quick
war. Mr.
easy money In prospect, there is good wo fear that they will dump them up mentary under secretary for
also Saw service in South Afassimilation.
reason to anticipate a progressive re- on us to the extent of hampering us Am-crvival in business and a further recov- to take care of them? There is no rica. Mr. Benn is so short that he
h: affectionately known in the house
Economical and doliclously
ery in security values.
juntifiable reason to expect such utt
Great Britain's moratorium expired loading process which many ot the as "Little Bon" and "Buttons."
appetizing
on the fourth, Inst., and without pro- banking people are afraid of when
When your rood does not digest
ducing any commotion- - in financial cir- the Stock Exchange opens. Let us
cles, which now justifies the belief have an open stock market and sup- well and you feel "blue." tired and
that there is no longer any cause for ply and demand will prove, as is al discouraged, you should use a littlf
apprehension regarding the financial ways tha case, the true regulator of HERBINE at bedtime. It opens tb
situation in London or in this country. prices. It was wise to have closed bowels, purifies the system and re
j
,
London is the world's monetary
the exchange upon the commence stc.res a fine feeling of health and en
Grape-Nut- s
.
Said by Central
hence favorable conditions there ment 'of hostilities, and it. will be erry.
:rl;0
are naturally reflected in New York, equally wise to soon open it train. I Drug Co. Adv.
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Despondency Due to indigestion
It i3 not at all surprising that persons w o have Indigestion become
Here
discouraged and despondent.
are a few words of hope and cheer
for them by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, In- dlana, Pa. "For years my, digestion
was so poor that I could not eat the
lightest foods. I tried everytthilng
that I heard of to get relief, but not
until about a year ago when I saw
Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and
got a bottle of them, did I find the
right treatment I soon began to improve, and since taking a few bottles
of them my digestion is fine." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
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1 sack Sugar
-- 5.90
lfi lbs. Sugar
fl.00
1 can Dustbane
20o
1 pkg. Star Naptha
Washing
Powder
.
20c
1 Pkg, Borax Cbips
10c
4 pkgs". Argo Starch
25c
1 case Diamond C
Soap$3.20
7 bars Diamond C
SoapZ5c
1 case Lenox
$3.50
Soap
6 bars Lenox Soap
j 25c
1 case Bob White
3.50
Soap
6 bars Bob White
25c
Soap
1 case Crystal White
Soap, f 3.75
li bars
Crystal White Soap 25c
1 bar
Scouring
5c
Soap
1 lb. pkg. Arm & Hammer Soda,
3 for
25c
8 sacks Table Salt
25c
sk. Pikes Peak Flour.90c
sk. Pure Quill Flour.1.45
80c K. C. Baking Powder
60c
50c K. C. Baking Powder
40c
25c K. C. Baking Powder
20c
15c K. C. Baking Powder
10c
10c K. C. Baking Powder,

OLD DISPUTE

them from the

u
historical
a settlement or
.5
dispute, refused to baud th.-to either party. It Las now been
cided that they may be returned
the widowed countess as her proper

which pending

lou will like their positive actif
They have a tonic effect on tbe b!
els, and give a wholesome, ttoro
cleaning to the entire bowel tr;:
Stir the liver to healthy activity a'
keep stomach sweet. Constipat!
headache, dull, tired feeling never
feet those who use Foley Cathat?
Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schac "
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
NOVEL RELIEF SCHEME
j
Copenhagen, Nov. IS. A postoff;
official here has carried out the Id'
of printing stamps for 1, 2 and
cents, bearing the picture of St. M.
tin, Belgium's patron saint, and forjj
cents, bearing the picture of the B
glan royal family, which are to
sold for the benefit of the Belgi
The press subscript!.,
refugees.
throughout Denmark tor the same p
pose has been most successful.

SETTLED

Petrograd, Nov. 18. The dispute re
specting the disposition of the most
important manuscripts of Count Tolstoi, the novelist, has at length been
decided by the court of final Instance
in favor of the widowed countess. The
manuscripts of these earlier works,
upon which the writer's true fame Is
based, were given In Tolstoi s lifetime
to his wife, who deposited them, with
other relics, in the Moscow historical
museum.

Important
The unfortunate wording of Tolstoi's
will led the daughter to attempt to
Bear in mind that CnamberlaK!
secure these gifts to Countess Tolstoi Tablets, not only move the bowels 1"
as a part of the novelist's estate, Improve the appetite and strength J
while the countess, also fearing to the digestion. For sale by all dealt
j
I
lose them, endeavored to recover
Adv.
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15c
No. 1 cans King Bird, Salmon, per dozen
$1.20
No. 1 cans pride of Ocean

LJ

LJ

LJ LJ

j

Salmon, per half dozen$1.45

No. 1 cans Pride of Ocean
Salmon, per half dozen... 80o
1 case O. G. Corn
$2.10
1 dozen O. G. Corn
$1.10
1 case W. L. Tomatoes
$2.40
1 dozen W. L. Tomatoes
$1.25
1 case No. 1 Tomatoes, S.
B.
$2.01)
1 case No. 1 Tomatoes, S.
$1.10
B., per dozen
1 gal. can Blackberries
40c

LJ

il
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Libby's Pork and Beans,
25c
small, 3 for
1 loz, cans W. L. Peaches.$L80
1 doz.
cans W. L. Black.
berries .
$1.80
1 doz. cans W. L. Pears
$2.15
1 doz. cans W. L. Grapes..$1.80
1 25-lbox Frunes,
1
box Prunes,
?2.35
1
box Prunes
$2.50
1
box Peaches
$2.40
1
box Figs
$4.10
1
box Pears
$3.00
1 25-lbox Apricots
$3.50
10 lbs. bulk Raisins
...'.$1.00
1 doz.
ukgs. Raisins.$1.10
30c
Clam Chowder, large
15c
Clam Chowder, small
25-l-

d

.....

70-8- 0

25-l- b

50-0- 0

25-l-

25-l-

25-l-

i

12-o-

Clams, can
box Cod Fish

lit m.

m
mm m .

10 c
30c
25c

Jupiter

Libby's Ketchup, pints
Libby's Ketchup, half pints.ISc
30c
.Maple Leaf Jam, 29 oz
25c
Mixed Sour Pickles, qts
Mixed
Pickles, sweet and
10c
sour, 6 oz
Libby's Apple Butter, crock. 40c
30c
Manzanilla Olives, bottle
gal. pompelan Olive
Vt gal. Pompeian Olive Oil 90c
Pt. Pompeian Olive Oil, bot.50c
50c
Karo Syrup, 10 lb
30c
Karo Syrup, 5 16
l25c
Karo Syrup, 2 lb., 2 for
American Beauty Macaroni,
25c
3 for .
American Beauty Spaghetti,
25c
3 for .
American Beauty Vermacelll,
25c
3 for
10c
Golden Egg Macaroni .
85c
10, lbs. Compound Lard
50o
5 lbs. Compound Lard
10 lbs. Colorado Lard
$1.40
25c
6 lbs. Mexican Beans
$1.00
20 lbs. Rice .
25c
4 lbs. Rice
10c
Scotch Barley, pkg.
-- 25c
Tryposa, 3 for
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$1.25

Armour's Grape Juice, half

taXa Ik

New Yof k Salesrooms

Merideo
Connecticut

32 Warren Street

The Heater

The Answer's
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j
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Armour's Grape Juice, qt
Armour's Grape Juice, pints,
45c j
2 for
j
Libby's Evaporated Horse
15c t
Radish, bottle $2.25 h
10 lbs. English Walnuts

.

10 lbs. Almonds
10 lbs. Snow Drift
5 lbs. Snow Drift

$2.25
$1.40

can Statesman Coffte 9c
Spurr's Special Coffee,

50c
Gal. can Ketchup
Mexican Chill Powder, can. 25c
Del Monte Preserves, jar..25c
3;ic
Anchovies, jar
Libby's Chipped Beef, jars,
33c
l'c -

$1.35

40c
Silver pine Healing Oil
Lice Killer
2c
....40c
Poultry Tonic
.
4i'c
Stock Tonic .
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the air of a room
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office or bathroom
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libby's Ch'pped Beef, jars,
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MOTHERS LOOK
We are Discontinuing our BOYS CLOTHING department offering.

Any Boys

Suit in the House

03.35

1

'
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Entered, &t the postoffice at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans-- j
mission through the United staiea
s.alls as second class mati.
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Etruscan
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These are Suits and Overcoats that are valued and formerly sold at $5.00, $6.co and $8 00.
Any Cap or Hat worth 50c, 75c ana $1.00 for 25c
Boys Union Suit underwear 75c grade at 35c a suit.
On Sale Thursday, Frfday and Saturday
Positively no Goods on Approval
Any Boys Ovorcoat

Editor

M. M. PADGETT
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Overcoats
AND

IS WASH DAY A BURDEN a worry on your mind? Do you won
Do
der from week to week how you will get the TASK performed
to
no
one
you start things steaming early and then find you have

tT

all

FOR
J.

Get our prices on "wet washing" and "rough dry." Let us worry.

1201 Nat

Phone MaJn. 267

onal

Your

Ave

great importance to

h. R. Gottlieb of Trinidad, who has
been spending several days here on
business, will leave tonight for his
home.

o

Glor-ieta-

i.

arrived I
La junta
last night, lie will make a short stay
here.
from
A. A. Gallegos. a merchant
Viliainupva, was here on business to0111

day.
Flavio Baca, a rancher of Las

Ven-tana-

was in town this morning on
business.
Captain John Bnmr.jti of Shoemaker was In town this morning for a

short visit.
Cleofes Bustemante
arrived last
night from Denver. He will be here
for some time.
If. Thomas and .Jack Boyd of Albuquerque were visiting here '.ast night

and this morning.
M. L. St ern., a wholesale liquor dealer of Albuquerque, came into town
last night on business.
P. Sehrauger came in last night
from Cherryvale, N. M., for a short
vifit on busiiness affairs.
M:rs. W. E. Eastman returned ho:ne
last night after spending three months
iu California for the benefit of her
'

"health.

4

Ytu can't make a mistake in
any of these

i

points.

choose a Hart Shaffner

&

Marx

AT

GREENBERGER'S

Charles Trujillo and his mother left
this morning for a trip to Denver.
Mrs. J. E. Feiker, who has been visiting friends here, left on train No.
1
today for Santa Fe. Mrs. Felker
is from Rogers, Ark.
Mrs. F. J. Evans returned to Clovis
today. Mrs. Evans has been visit;ng
lnr brcther-In-laand sister, Mr. and
Mrs. D. L. Batchelor of this city.
Frank Sagert has left for Chicago
for an extended vacation. Mr.
for many years has been a
switchman for the Santa Fe railroad
here.
A large Buiek automobile came into
Las Vegas last night and put up at
the Las Vegas Motor Car company's
garage. Those in the car were Mrs. G.
Wallace, Mrs. H. Knowles, Mrs. G.
McGrewer, Mr. Louis Knowles and
Mr. A. L. Llyon. The party hails from
Syracuse, N. Y., and is bound for
points in Arizona and California. They
went out this afternoon.
Several of the Normal University
and High school teachers will leave
Friday and Saturday for the State
teachers' convention at Albuquerque.
Sa-ge- rt

A

-
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Tuxedo is theTobaccoChosenbyOperaStars

u

JACK HENDERSON
of the "Pink Lady" Companj

cheers

for

"Uuxedo.

Aj

faoorite always. I put nertfzest
into my singing after a pipeful of
"Cuxedo. I find 'Cuxedo a real
voice

help."

f
I

EN who depend upon their voices
tobacco as the ordi- come to know
i
i
nary smoker never knows it. A sen"
sitive throat or mouth feels the slightest
sting, bite or scorch of tobacco.
Tuxedo is the one tobacco which singers,
actors, public speakers all men who guard
can smoke with
their throats zealously
pleasure and. safety.
Tuxedo tobacco cannot sting, bite or irritate the delicate membranes of the mouth
or throat.

n

r

President
ice-President

D. T. HOSKINS

Treasurer
INTEREST PAID

-

Tuxedo tobacco has made thousands of men
converts to the pipe, because it has made
possible for them. Under the famous
"Tuxedo Process" the mild, tender leaves of the
highest grade Burley tobacco are so skillfully treated
that Tuxedo burns slowly and affords a cool, mild,
thoroughly enjoyable pipe
smoke.
pipe-smoki-

Leading men

walks of life

t-- y

well-know-

ng

in all

n

doctors, lawyers, ministers, lecturers, etc.

en, were wounded by stray builets on
the American side of the international
boundary today during the renewed
attack on Naco, Sonora, by the forces
of Jose Maytorena. They are:
R. H. Reynolds," United States customs inspector, leg shattered by bullet; N. M. Bernol, riiscal agent for
General Benjamin Hill, commander of
the Carranza garrison at Naco, wounded in shoulder; a soldier of the Tenth
United States cavalry, hit by spent
bullet; three Mexican women, struck
while on a street in the American
town. One was seriously wojmaed in
the head.
Hill reported to Carranza ofScials
at Agua Prieta today that bis iorb"-weone killed and a small number
wounded.
His hospital surgeon
ported 16 wounded.
Hill gave Maytorena's losses at 200
killed and wounded, saying the ibulk
of these casualties were sustained bv
the Villa, fores In a cavalry f.harge on
ihis southeastern entrenchments. The
assault was repulsed,
j ' Stray bullets flying over tho Tiorder
also struck the easlbound Golden
Slate limited on the Rock Island lines

JyourI
SsuiT

For Fall and Winter ihould bt
ordered now.

CARRA NZA DENIES

We have a complete, line of for-

re

eign and domestic auitlnga, com-

HE PROMISED

prising all the latest weaves, and
at right prices.

lOfll

Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

from Page One)
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LEl'IS

"I

have found (hat the use

with gold let- - 1 A
taring, curved to fit the pocket XvC
Convenient pouch, inner-line- d
with moisture-proo- f
paper . . lw
In Clatt Humidors SOc and 90c
VHE

AWERfCAN

TOBACCO COMPANY

u V--

'

,

Sono-broke-

Santa Fe, Nov. 18. Ten or VZ el!;
are to be placed in Santa Fe canyon
provided the chamber of commerce
raises one-haof the necessary funds
to build an enclosure. Game Warden
T. C. de Baca today received of0clal
word from Assistant Secretary of the.
Interior A. A. Jones that his renewed
request, for 50 elk had been granted
and directing iiim to take up the matter of arrangements for the tranBpor-I- :
tio i of the elk to Santa Fe- with Col
onel L. M. Brstt, acting superintendent of the Yellowstone national park.
lf

-

FAILS

CONCERN

MOOR

New York, Nov. 18. A receiver is
sought for the United States Motor
company, a New Jersey corporation
with authorized capital of i2,00,000,
and plants at Hartford, Conn., Detroit,
R. I., NewDayton, O,, Providence,
castle), Ind,, and Tarrytown, N. Y.

"For my part I believe that I have
complied with my dimes n.s a Eolflrer
and as a citizen. I have tried to
aoid the shedding of mood, which
me enemy appears thirsty for, and
the war which we are obliged to pros-'i- f
scute with all vigor is Justified by the
un worthy conduct of our opponents."
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WEDNESDAY

SUPERIOR VAUDEVILLE
The Ha.rry Siebert Smith Co. presents

U

Tkm

I

Till

the

o

CONVICT

by the author of "The New Chief of Police"
Extra added attraction

MISS GRACE

WILS30rsJ
Eccentriqvie Comedienne

2

3
i

n

2

Bii Vaudeville Acts

reels of feature pictures

TWO SEASONS

SUCCESS

M

TEE

D3PHEUM

CIRCUIT

The straight jacket in actual 4ise.
The brutal Warden.
The horrors of the third degree.
The terrible prison conditions.
Not a moving picture bat a fjreat dramatic
story played by
competent artists.

Doors open at 6:13

First Show 7:13 P. M.

pniDi r5
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COMING THURSDAY
H

"Is Marri ge a Failure"

Genera

OTGSSuri

mm

with

OFb'ICK'iS AVD Plltl, ;
U. W. Kelly. I'resldcBt

Jacob

SWEET POTATOES

et

A. M. E. Church

Thursday, November
at
All

in
i'

&

Ik- .-

V. M

Aibutiuennxi,

Pecos,

Tretwt.

N

N. M.
M.

Trinidad. Colo,
R.nve. N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

DunaUl Steward,
C. C. llobbias,

5 o'clock
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M
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IMOOfSPCnATEO

W Kolas tvle Grocers

WOOL. HIDES Q. PI
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Ksf
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19.

invited to come and

dr.ner.

Tiev-PO-

Caross,

Viee-l'res-

Clarenoe Wen, Secy.

y

Served

Vaudeville

ALSO
The Million Dollar Mystery."

A

larg body of troops belonging to
Obrtgon's division arrived
here last nlsrht from Irahunto, 29
miles southwest of Guanajuato.
General Alvarado, post commanuer,
has issued a statement in which he
declares t h nit Genera' Villa is a greater enemy to the cause of Mexican
democracy than General Huerta. lie
says that Villa has forced an
civil war on Mexico,

v:
1

n

o

American is Injured
Xaco. Ariz., Nov. IS.
note, a 1'nHed states r
if t !'
lor, was shot throu li i
stray Mexican bitllvt t
Maytorena forces mad'
f '.'Tr
ii
tnck

ELK ARE COMING

U

TONIGHT

i

of a regular o!d southern
"'5-- 4

maid

fria

States.

of Fmou( green tin

tuxedo docs not interfere with my
singing. On the contrary, I've never
indulged in a more satisfying, more
rcallu beneficial cmoke."

as it passed through Naco, Ariz. One
of these liuilets shattered a Pullman
window,
showering the passengers
with glass.

I

TAILOR

ve

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

DONALD BRIAN
starring in "The Marriage Market"

I

Will Move to Vera Cruz
It is reported here that General
Carrsnza will m-his carital to
Vera Cm? immediately upon the evac
uation of that city by the United

on the throat.

.X.-:'f-

yesterday at Juile, near Puerto Mexico, where forces under General Jose
Carbajal changed their allegiance from
Carranza to Villa and attacked troons
under General Jesus Carranza, broth
er of the first chief. Carbajal, who
is a distant relative of Francisco Carbajal, who succeeded Huerfa as pro
visional president for a brief term, tel on the American side at the time.
was killed in the engagement, the The bone of the limb was shattered.
The fire cf the attackers, was not
outcome of which is unknown.
Governor Caballcro cf Tamaulipas well directed, and the shrapnel burst
has sent to Cardenas troops to meet frequently over the bomb proofs of
iho
- the American soldiers
guarding the
iiiiu iviva mnvin
.j... Villa
misting mv m u xmiiplco from San Luis Potosi. American border. Bullets from Maytorena's Ya- Consul Bevan reported today by wire-Ips- s qui riflemen also crossed the internathat conditions at Tan:pico were tional line.
General Hill, commanding the garunchanged.
rison, moved again to the trenches on
Villa Breaks Truce
the eastward side of the town, and
Mexico City, Mov. 18. General Al- - compelled Maytorena's
artillery to
varo Obregon, who yesterday assumed draw back. Hill's bugles sounded
a
supreme command of the- capital and! victory call, but the shell fire and
of the federal district, last night re- musketry of the attackers continued.
ceived a telegram from tumoral PaDlo Three Mexican women on the Amerl- Gonzales in which the latter declaitd can; side also were wounded by stray
tnat General Villa, by advancing his, bullets, one seriously. Surgeons in
troops southward, had repeatedly charge of the hospital at Naco,
the truce agreement entered ra, reported that 16 men of the garri-inton November 12 between General son had been wounded up to 10
and General Eulalio Gutier-- j clock. At that time Maytorena's
who was recently chosen provtsfantry began an advance from the
ional president by the Aguas Calieares southeast.
convention.
General
Gonzales . ccn-- t According to a report late today,
eluded his message with the follow- six persons, thee men and three worn

vnne"1-fssar-

smoke Tuxedo and testify
to its soothing influence

DEP0SIT3

ON

1

ing:

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

030,000.00

WM. G. HAYDON.
H. W. KELLY

CIIAS.

gat' Sin,

-

OFFICE WITH THF SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK

special car will convey the High
School, Girls' Glee club to the convention on Sunday and the Normal's Giee
clubs will leave on Monday afternoon
in a special car. Las Vegas will have
by lar the largest representation at
the convention.
The New Mexico
Normal University will have an ex
hibit at the convention. Products of
the art department, the domestic
science department and the grades
will be shown. It is the opinion of
the officials of the school that this
year's exhibit will be the "best ever."

(Continued
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"Ialvoaysfill my pipe wilhuxedo.
"Uuxedo and I are firm friends. "

h

LAS VEGAS SAViBJGS BABJK

over the

Vera Cruz tomes a report cf fighting

CARL GANTVOORT
leading role in "Robin Hood"

VEGAS

shoulder and around the collar.

Ojita returned last
night from the Atlantic coast, where
he has been spending a few weeks on
vacation.
T. J. Walton, proprietor of the Walton hotel at Mora, was in Ias Vegas
this morning attending to personal
business.
J. E. Hibbs, representing Codding
brothers, a wholesale stove house of
Pueblo, Colo., was in Las Vegas calling on the local trade today.
John Ransdall warehouse superintendent of the Santa
'reigur. ae,,ot,
returned last night iron a vacation
trip to El Paso, Clovis inj Deming.
C. B. Walts, and Mr. and Mrs. L.
Panford reached Ias Vegas last night
in their-- " Thomas automobile. They
put up at the garage of the Las Vegas Auto and Machine company and
continued their journey westward
this morning. They are on their way
from Denver to the coast.
"Candy" Jones, who arrived here
yf fcterday morning, was recalled to
his home in Pueblo, Colo., today by
thi! serious illness of his mother. Mr,
Jones is A'ell known here, as he has
been calling on the eaady trade of this
city for the past 25 years.
An automobile iparty consisting of
E. C. Havens of Sioux Fills, 3. T)., an i
Frank Schlecht of Parker, S. P., passed through here this moral As on itn
way to the coast. The pari: will visit
San Diego, Los Angeles and San Francisco. It left Sioux Falhj cn November 11 and has enjoyed a or,d trip so
far. Tfcth Schlecht j.aft Havens praised the roadways through. Miis part o!
the country.
O. L. Mullen of

Hurry CarJeton came in today from
Santa Rosa.
T. Martin of Mora was a business
visitor here today.
II. H. Riley of La Junta was visiting here this morning.
Mr, and Mrs. Harpy Maurice of Sap-llweje in 'town tooay.
J. K. Blair of La Junta arrived in
Lais Vegas today on a business tilip,
C. Bosseman, the cattle man, left
thiB morning for his ranch near

fit

lAS

fab-

ric, the Model and the Tailoring
and see to the

Cashier.

INTEREST" PAID ON TIMES DEPOSITS

Be

you.

D. T. Hoskins,

t.

overcoat is a matter of

particular in selecting the

PERSONALS

M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

Men and Boys

Puritan Sanitary Laundry

"Loud

SURPLUS

"

000.00

Mackinaws

help you do your washing?

M. P. Daivis

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00
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"Why do you weep?
out of style?!.'

Be

Don e Quickly and

Rightly

Optic P

v

Co,
PHONE MAIN 2

..,

QMS,

....

..ayf

.

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
RATES FOR CLAS1FIED ADVERTISEMENTS

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
OR. F. k. HUXMANN
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
Dentist
cation first Monday In each
Dental work of any description at
month at Masonic Temple
Five cents per line each Insertion.
moderate price
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line,
p- Secre' Room 1, Center Block. Office Pho
H"
- Blood
No ad to occupy less space than two
Main SSL Residence Phone Main 411
W-- '
tary.
lines. All advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set I. O. O.
P. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
CARD
LOCAL
without regard to number of words,
4, Meets every Monday evening at
Cath in advance preferred.
their hall on Sixth street All visitsng
jj
Cut Bound
brethern
Invited to attend.

cordially

Wanted

YOUNG-America-

re-

A salesman to handle our
line in Las Vegas and vicinUy:
bond required;
good proposition.
Write Grand Union Tea Co., Colorado Springs, Colo., for particulars.

WANTED

Salesmen to represent reliable nursery, ladles or gentlemen,
to work town or country, good salary. Address Box 253, or call 623
Railroad avenue.

For Rent
Three room house furnished, light and water in house.
Apply Clement Curio Store.

FOR RENT

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets m
W. O. W hall. Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers
O. L,
and Ladies always welcome.
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z.
W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M
NO
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday night to
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a'
S o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, preel
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
C.

FOR RENT

South suite housekeeping rooms, El Dorado hotel. Steam
heat, electric light,

JJoil t yiHi
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No.
No.

No.
No.
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At

Ml a
!.

.

b.
,

Arrive

Depart

1:10 p. m
l.U p.
:4t a. to
1:36 a. m
4:20 . m..... 4:81 p. a
p. b
I:SB p. m

7:l

Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
They hang on all winter if not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseases. Get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take it freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and Is
laxative. Best for children
mildly
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Scbaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
Best Cough Medicine for Children
"Three years ago when I was living,,
in Pittsburgh one of my children had
a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
Upon the advice of a druggist I purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and It benefited hira
at once. I find it the best cough med- iclne for children because it is pleas-

L AMD 17 Q Q D

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Buick 20, modl 1915, run
less than 500 miles. 429 Grand, Ave.

Strayed! or Stolen
STRAYED or stolen from 1009 Main
street, brown scotch collie. Reward

-- RETAIL

for his return.
2,000
1,000
200

Miscellaneous

ing:
You are hereby notified that the 4th
day of January A. D., 1915, has Ik en
fixed by the Honorable Probate Court,
in and for the County and Stute aforesaid, as the day to prove the last will
and testament of safd Anna E. Mayer,
deceased.
In Testimony Who'eof. 1 have here-rl
,ii af iv d the seal
in li
1

of
f- -

I

I1!

I

1

'

i .

1

t

ts

1

i

1

AG II A PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

I

)

f

'

I!

W

i

AD

FIND WHAT YOU WANT
AND

SELL WHAT YOU

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth

WANT

among those who

most

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ad3 in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical instru- -

ments.

mil' of

I

i

20c per 100 lbs.
.25c per 100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lb.

or More, each d'lvery
to
2,000 pounds, each delivery
pounds
pounds

SO

D. C.

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of Anna E. Maytr, deceased. '
State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel.
Office of the Probate Cleric, County
of San Miguel, N. M.
To All Whom It May Concern, Greet-

PRICES -

pounds to 1,080 pounds, each delivery
pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than SO pounds, each delivery

homesteads; advance infor
mation; counties San Miguel, Guadalupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
sections eubject to entry; retainer
fee fl; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,
SPANISH typewriting: and shorthand
lessons by an easy and practical
method. D. Trarnbley, 1119 Eleventh
street.

'

-

1!

11: SI p.

"

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second

FOR SALE

1

1

If. Bally, Treasurer.

PUBLIC SALE Milch cows at Papeu
ranch one mile south of town, Friday, November 20. Anthon Suhr.

I

"

I....

IS....

p. m

1:26 a. m
1:16 p. m
West Bound

for Sale

n

l)t.t

...11:64

ant to take. They do not object to
taking it," writes Mrs. Lafayette Tuck.
FPR RENT Seven room steam and fourth
Tuesdays of each month at Homer City, Pa. This remedy conheated modern bouse, furnished. S
p. m. J. S. Nelson,
Consul; G. tains no opium or other narcotic, and
1022 Fourth St., Mrs. Dillon.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo- may be given to a child as confidently
cal Deputy. Visiting members, are es- as to an adult. Sold by all dealers.
Adv.
pecially welcome and cordially Invited.

?!

1:

4.

7:41 p. i.

7:20 p. m

cretary.

Fifth street.

WANTED

NO REGRETS

t

De'

Arrive

I....

a

ELKS Meets second and
woman wants work
fourth Tuesday evening of each
by the day. Call at El Dorado hotel month Elks' home on Ninth street
or phone Main 423.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. II. Spring
WANTED A good reliable girl for
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
general housekeeping. Apply 1016
B. P,

Pete Yeas, Ah know Sidney don
married one ob dese heah club wim
men.
Sam How do you know?
Pete Why, lie's ashamed to pla
poker kase his hands arn so shriveled
fum doing de washing.

b!

p;

Ji Friedenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
No.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
No.
C. V. Hedgcock,
Wertz, Treasurer;
No.
WANTED To buy three head of good
Cemetery Trustee.
No.
milch cows. Adress B., Optic.

Forestry Expert This ruthless destruction of trees must be stopped!
Summer Girl Yes, indeed. If they
destroy all the trees there won't be
any place to swing a hammock, will
there?
FOR SALE My residence at C20 Co
lumbia avenue, very cheap; it will
HE WAS BASHFUL
pay you to investigate. E. S. Lefris.

'f

C.

y

FUTURE

GRIM

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
fourth Thursday in O. R C. hall
NO. 2, Pioneer bunldlng.
Visiting members

TJiE

r'

Yes; I've often

M.

Reg- - are
cordially invited. Colbert
Tues-deG. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
second
Root,
conclave
jbular
Ma
mcnth
at
la each
GEO. H. HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Attorney-at-LaSmith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

txjji

Ruyterg Kramp (after having bis
play returned) Oh! Well, what's the
odds? Even Shakespeare had his dis-

A

w ill

Regular communication tint amd
In
third Thursday
wli month. Visiting
brothers cordially in
vited. Ouy M. Cary, W. M.. H. g. Van
Pettea. Secretary.

Is your dress

"Worst than that. My. husband has
that we will have to go
through the season with a 1913 airship."

Meets sectnd and
fourth Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited Howard T.
Davis, Director; Harry L. Cuticr, secy.

L. O. O. MOOSE

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

decided

Woodby Booth

it

CAR

AND

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
BUST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLS

A.

COLUMN

gretted that he could not have the
opportunity to see me play Shylock.

Optic Office

CHAPMAN

1!

appointments.

To

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

'M$l
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Job Work
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WANT ADS are Inexpensive,
FIED. Try them.

et results and EVERYBODY'S
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TIME
To pla.ce yovir order for those

.

o

Ue have a new and com-plete line of samples,
anv one of which would
I
delight the most fastidious

tastes. They come in

sr-T-
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STATIOISERY

V

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to yovi
with the stationery. There
is a large
rioty of designs
and the cos :f engraving the
die depends uponlthe style.

0
JM'

IjuLuulJ
n

j

furnish it in white
v 7enrcanrnlnrs
AmhnccArl ir

urn

mtwiiTi

,,

pfABDSSED

styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards
1

..r,.,..,., ....

WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.
Pablo Ortiz, justice of the peace of
West side precinct, died this
Telegraphic advice waa received
at 6 o'clock alter a short illmorning
tliis morning at the Y. M. C. A. buildness. Mr. Ortiz was a bachelor. He
ing to the effect that the Albuquer- Is survived
by several brothers, Fidel
que campaign for a Y. M. C. A. closed
Ortiz, chairman of the board of counat midnight last night with the much
ty commissioners; Mareelino Ortiz,
Bought for amount of $75,000 pledged.
clerk of Santa Fe county; Postmaster
a

This insures an
building
for the young men and boys of Albuquerque, and the fraternal spirit
should wax warm botween the two
New Mexico city associations.
The ramarkable things about such a
campaign is that so large an amount
of money can he raised in Buch a short
time. International Sscretary O. S.
Bllheimer has learned through years
of experience in' such efforts that
more money can be raised,' in lit days
than in Jf weeks, and this idea has
found its way into all sorts of campaigns In the Y. M. C A., as well as
Jn many churches. The financial assistance needed by the association Is
provided for in the early part of the
year and then it is done and out of the
way for a whole year.

JUST

,.,.

Bridge St

TONIGHT
First Show Starts at 7;i5
WEDNESDAY
"Madonna of the Poor"
Two Reel Feature
"He Loves the Ladles"

"

Keystone

J. D. Shoemaker, who, several years
ago, rented the Veeder ranch near La
Cueva and went into the cattle busi
ness, has transferred the place to the
McNierney brothers, who formerly ran

1,3

LOCAL NEWS

the Rociada ranch. The Rociada
place will be conducted by John and
Regular dance at F. B. Hall tonight.
Dick Rudulph of this city. Mr. Shoe
Adv.
maker has moved Into town with his
family to give his children a chance
Reduce your grocery bill. See page
to attend the New Mexico Normal
three. Adv.
University.
"The Trey O' Hearts" at the
Browne Friday. Adv.
nea5 The Optics Want Ads.
Frenchy's Transfer, Office 523 Sixth
street. Phone Main 35. Adv.
-

A IfORD

IN REGARD TO PRICES

Good groceries. Low prices all next
See page three. PaDen's Adv.

week.
We guarantee to meet all legitimate prices, and in many instances
our prices are lower, and the quality of merchandise much better
than found elsewhere.
Sugar and potatoes are very reasonable, lower in price perhaps than
they will he a little later on. We offer for cash only:

fl

A

Sugar 16 lb 01. OO
Potatoes 100 $1.35
lot cf Oranges whito
they last 12
1--

STEARNS'

tins at about a half
the price. 3&o

i

par Ih

IKE Hi

WIS
THE CASH GROCER
A FEW SUGGESTIONS
To buy for

Christmas at our

SPECIAL SALE

ALL

The J. E. Rosenwald lodge of the
held a meeting last night
at Temple Montefiore to nominate of
ficers for the coming year: A large
number of members was present.
Those nominated were W. Morantz
for prosldent, Dr. J. H. Landau for
vice president, W. N. Rosenthal for
treasurer, Charles Greenclay for sec
retary, Isaac Bacharach for assistant
monitor, Milton Talchert for warden,
Alfred Steinmetz for guardian and
Charles Oreenclay and J. Stern for
representatives to the grand lodge,
which meets at Columbus, Ohio, on
I. O. B. B.

como
J.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the

H, YORK
Grocer and Baker

past forty years is extended by the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invit-

ed by this old, strong and conservative Bank.

May 30, 1915.

I

ESTABLISHED 1876
SECURES HALF

WEIGHING

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

205

-

Breakfast Cocoa in Bulk
The same grade as in

T

Finch's Golden Wedding kye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
See Papen's adv on page three. Buy you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
your groceries now. Adv.
The office of the county clerk has
Send your work to Frenchy's Trans issued a
marriage license to Candido
fer, Phone Main 33. Adv.
Maes, aged 27, and Adelaida Apodaca,
aged 30, both of San Antonio.
Cutler Brothers, insurance. Northwest corner of Plaza. Adv.
Frank Carroon, dean of the New
Mexico Normal University, wishes to
Call central for Frenchy Transfer.
notify the members of his Browning
Phone Main 35. Adv.
class that the class will not meet
again until Friday, December 4.
Good music and good pictures. Ca
tholic adies' benefit, Browne theater
Word
has been received . here
Thursday night. Adv.
through the state engineer's office
that the steel work of the new bridge
Mrs. H. T. Davis, dressmaker, re at Watrous
is being placed and that
moved to 407 Washington. Gowns at the structure will
be completed at an
popular prices. Adv.
early date.

Store

:

:

EE

Old Tayior WhlsRey and Sherwood
,
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

psr doz

2c

18, 1914

The Elks will Initiate ai class of mishaps that ever has befallen
The The naulhen
eight at the meeting of the lodge on Optic press room, but it is not likely A. T.
Rogers, Sr., Gus Lehman, Peter
. w .
Tuesday night. A large attendance to occur again.
.
T nn
Ro)J,
of local members and visiting members i desired. A lunch and general
The funeral of the late J. "D. Friden-stin- e
ULLMAN IS SAFE
good time will follow the initiation.
occurred this afternoon at 2:30
New York, NOv. 18. Relatives of
o'clock from the chael of J. C. John- - Joseph TJHmain, a
wealthy furrier of
Police Chief Ben Coles last night sen and Son. Rev. J. Milton
Harris, this city, today Issued a denial o rearrested Otto Cornaggia of Albunuer- - pastor of the First Baptist church, had
ports circulated last night to the efque on a complaint charging desertion cnarge or tne services, which were fect
that Mr. TJllman was under sen
sworn out by his wife. Coles was attended
largely by friends and mem- tence of death in London as a
spy.
notified by a telegram from Sheriff bers of the Odd Fellows'
lodge, which iney said, that he bad not been arRomero of Albuquerque that the man conducted the committal
service at rested, as reported, but was snf m
was wanted. Coles arrested him as he the grave in Odd Fellows'
cemetery. I uermany.
was trying to make his "getaway" on
train No. 2 last night. Today the
Duke City sent a man to take Corn
aggia to his spouse.
A

MUTUAL THEATER

Susano Ortiz and Salamon Otiz. He
was well known in LaB Vegas and this
portion of the state. No arrangements
for the funeral have been made.

E2E

NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

POUNDS
HALDEMAN IS AN AMHERST VET
ERAN AND IS A FAST

VOI

MAKE

PAY

HT

SPRINTER

The Y. M. C. A. football team held
its first practice last night since the
game with the Normal.
Fifteen men
reported for practice, and the coach
is delighted with the prospects for the
There will be a regular communica
According to Volunteer Observer Thanksgiving game with the Elks
tion of Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F. Lewis of the New Mexico Normal Uni
Several shifts have been made In
and A. M. tomorrow evenins at 7:30. versity the maximum
temperature the lineup, and for the first time the
Members and visitors are requested to reached
yesterday was 64 degrees. The coaqh has an abundance of material
be present.
lowest point reached last night was for a full team with substitutes. Hal- 19 degrees.
deman, a new man, is hailed as a find
Three reels motion pictures and
at halfback. Haldeman tips the scale
three numbers by local talent. Catholic
The United States civil service at 205 pounds, and has a reputation
ladies' benefit, Browne theater. Thurs Commission Tina
as a sprinter. He trained bi first
day night. Adv.
inations to take place on December j football experience at Amherst, wbere
15.
One Is for an epidemiologist he played on his college eleven at
Photoplay theater tonight, Hearst (male) at a salary of $4,000, and the calf bac.
j
Selig War News, "The Beloved Ad oiuer is ior a lithographic pressman
Loroova, the little end, who was
venturer Number 8" and a Vitagraph (male) at a
ishifted to the back field in Saturday's
salary of $1,800.
comedy, "A Costume Piecs" with Lil
j game
following White's injury, will
lian Walker and Harry T. Morley. . The PeODle's
Store , WMn.flin,. iicn j hold down the other half tnositlnn
.
........ fnr.
Adv.
and second hand goods, has
reopened dova though weghing but 140 pounds,
b piaue opposite tne Las
excepuonauiy iaBi ana nas xive
Vegas Mc-iSimpklns Brothers, the West side tor Car
'yt'ars' experience as a back field man,
The
store
company's
garage.
candy merchants, have moved from was closed on account of the
illness P'avmg wlth the University of New
their old location, near the Plaza, and death
of John Fridenstine, the MexJoo and also on his school team in
to their new store next to the Mutual manager. Steve
Whitmore will be in ,the east- theater.
White has been shifted to quarter
charge.
on account of Dowden's injury and
Oscar Harris, colored this morning
A marriage license has been Issnpd Stewart from half to the line. Just
pleaded guilty to charges of being in- at the court
house to Maria Fabliana. at the present the coach is puzzling
toxicated, and Police Judge D. R.
,
t
wu, uu .aguauu Agui-- ) over the tackle positions. With inex
Murray gave him a sentence of 60 lar,
20,
of
Sari Isidro
aged
rmmtv .perienced ends and no suitable linesdays ini Jail and a chance to get out Clerk Lorenzo
Delgado
has
issued a imen some Bn,ft undoubtedly will have
of town. Mr. Harris said he would
to 1)6 ma(Ja ln the lineup. Stewart
license
to
marriage
Benito
Jaramillo
like to get out. He was arrested last
and McCullough possibly will beshift-20- ,
aged 20, and Silviana Sanchez,
aged
night by Officer Ward.
ied rom ends to tackles in order to
both of Upper Las Vegas.
.
(Supply the needful weight for the line.
Tossed on the Isle of Abandoned The
naM a new fflan ,g
out &t
Blu(entg
.
.
.
Hope, your arch enemy pursuing- youL,
u a m
c ait present undergoing
111 ttL
'
nafn-i,lttuI
a,lu
suaias
the
nv
wnnT . .
The Y crowd Is optimistic
the
pr0Ce8s of taWS Me,r' term-en- d
1'.,
L.17
would -you do? "The
...
- of
ana l'.
Aiuuiiauons.
The tests began todav ",ul"S .pmo wun xne
.... .
.. ..
tell vou all. The T?rowne Fridav .Luna
win last until the end of the term i1110"11 manager mooa s rormiaame
emia uuuuumeuiy win
ruuaj. inat day Will See the con-- i
elusion of the first three months' ip'av fa,s Da'1, the Y- - Predicts a clean
On the stilly deep, presumably with term of th
victory although agreeing that the
the girl you love, a fishing smack in
score will be close.
the distance! Does that mean any- - The New Mexico Normal TjlllTer-thinto you? Ask Alan Law in "The sity will close on
Friday, November
a
ine Browne naay. 20, for Thanksgiving vacation. School TROUBLE
iey or xieans.
jwm recommence on the morning of

DOLLARS

ount
1)4

A

'f?

o

'i7--

Ail

Beyond the reach
competition our
stock is a.t your
disposal.
of

V llkUmZ-wSixii- )
"i

Remcdeling Sale
Prices Still
Prevail

.1.

......Jr

J. C. Johnsen & Son.
Complete Home Furnishers

4

v
A

18

Rugs from
....$3.50 to $40.00
Fiber Chairs from
J7.50 to $30.00
Dining room tables from... $8 to $35.
Dressers frdm.
$13 to $25
Rcckers from
$2 to $18
Buffets from
$12 to $40
Brass Beds from
$8 to $25
Chairs from
$1 to $6.50
Dont forget that we handle all kinds
of bedding and house furnishings.
1

4

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.

:

511 Sixth St.

M

u

Phone Vegas 114

UNDERTAKERS

UP-TO-DA-

FINEST EQUIPMENT

IN NEW

MEXICO.

MODERATE

I

PRICES

2X

1

,,.,

a

"!'.

owi

g

knows

Pure

Vegas Roller Mills

'Can a woman succeed in her play
vengeance? Judith does. See "The
Trey of Hearts," the greatest problem

jl

!Vws

i'eno
f If
j
1

day.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

Of Tfce Oesl Of

Everyling

for

fa

I

play of the age. Read story in Fri
day's Optic See pictures at the
Browne Friday night. Adv,

W

C:

II-rai-

CO,

STO

.s- -

--

),

m

AND HOUSE PAINTS.
. m

p
Phone

Everythir.a

in

CONE AT OUH

GUARANTEED FOE ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

WG

A series of mishaps in the press
Automobile stage line to Mora tri- room made it Impossible for The Op
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat tic to get its city editiom on the
urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a. street last night. It was 4 o'clock
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave this morning before the last naner
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p. had been run off, and the carrier boya
m
Fare for round trip, $5; one way, did not make their city deliveries un
$3. Round trip tickets good for one til 8 o'clock.
The news press went
on the bum just as the last form of
week. H. B. Hubbard. Pron.
the city edition was being locked.
It defied persistent efforts to get it
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IN CRUSHES

ALL WORK

AUTO STAGE

Jap a Lack for anywhere or anything about the house is still the
t
varnish made. We have It in all sizes and colors. Prices absolutely the same as in any eastern city.'
EVERYTHING

ed for the auto.

DEIAVSOTV

j

advertised cash
'" oi any retail grocer . , . . .

Noti-Ski- n

Monday. Mmrpmhop ?n rvn, 4M
EDITION
tuitions for the second term of school
will be due. and a recount n-a
'granted to all students who pay on THE OPTIC GOES UP AGAINST A
,tnat day.
SERIES OF EXASPERATING
MISHAPS

hM

We will meet ike

:

INPMU

Tomorrow evening at tho Browne
theater will occur a benefit nerform- ance, given under the direction of the
uatnoiic ladies of the East side. There
will be musical numbers by three
prominent local artists and three
reels of motion pictures. The enter
tainment is expected to be excellent.

mmfi
oe Las

there Is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
Is the cheapest
That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmistakable terms. 'Order a sack to-

For the best on the market
today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need-

Main S79

Furniture and Hardware.

In repair. Then it was decided to run
off the edition on the Job "Donv"
press, a tedious procedure. The pony
Ivt had
been,
u when a running only a short time
belt broke. When the belt
had been reoalred
Keptinn
overhead shafting got out of gear.
When, this was repaired a break occurred in ono of the smaller belts.
By this time everybody around the
office was out of
patience, but they
filied up their pipeti and took a rest
to cool off their nerves, aftrr
wliirh
the y fell to work anil rot thn
rfrriv
;tory machinery in worMn? on!,.r. It
I was
the most jmaperahr series of

hJ i..
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